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Warren Gerber was born 9 September 1925 in St. Paul, Minnesota.  He graduated 
from high school in June 1943, and in September enlisted in the US Army.  He 
completed basic training at Camp Blanding, Florida, and after a brief stop at Camp 
Shanks, New York, joined the thousands of soldiers being sent to Europe to prepare 
for the invasion of France.  Warren arrived first in England, and spent several 
months there. 
Serving with Company F, 8th Regiment, 4th Infantry Division, Warren landed 
on Utah Beach on D-Day +2, or 8 June 1944.  His company was involved in some 
heavy fighting in France over the next several months; for Warren, though, the war 
ended on 7 July 1944 when, during an engagement with German troops, he was shot 
in the back and seriously wounded.  Warren was evacuated to England and then 
back to the United States; all together he spent almost eleven months in various 
hospitals.  Warren was finally discharged on 14 June 1945, and came home to St. 
Paul. 
After the war, Warren returned briefly to his pre-war job at the Omaha 
Railroad, got married (1946, wife Elaine Bunde), and in September 1947 moved to 
the Minnesota Highway Department, where he stayed until retiring in 1987. 
 
Warren Gerber died in May 2007, aged 81. 
 
Warren’s interview provides the personal experience of an infantryman on the front 
line during combat situations, and the long recovery process after being badly 
wounded in combat. 
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Interview key: 
WG = Warren Gerber 
TS = Thomas Saylor 
[text] = words added by editor, either for clarification or explanation 
(***) = words or phrase unclear 
NOTE: interview has been edited for clarity 
 
Tape 1, Side A.  Counter begins at 000. 
 
TS:  It’s the 17th of October, 2001, and this is Tape 1, Side A of the interview with 
Warren Gerber.  First, Mr. Gerber, let me thank you for taking time to sit with me 
and share some memories that you have.  Thanks very much. 
 
WG:  You’re welcome. 
 
TS:  First, I wanted to ask you when and where you were born? 
 
WG:  I was born in St. Paul, Minnesota, on September 9th, 1925. 
 
TS:  And you spent your childhood growing up in St. Paul, didn’t you? 
 
WG:  Yes.  On University Avenue. 
 
TS:  And you went to high school in the area, too? 
 
WG:  I went to high school at Mechanic Arts, which was down around the Capitol 
area. 
 
TS:  Right.  And what year did you finish high school? 
 
WG:  In 1943. 
 
TS:  Well, that means that when the United States got involved in the war, you were 
a sophomore or junior in high school? 
 
WG:  I was a junior in high school. 
 
TS:  Do you remember what you were doing when you heard the news about the 
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor? 
 
WG:  I remember—I think it came on the radio or something on Sunday.  There were 
friends of my folks that were over, and I guess I was getting ready to go out and see 
my girlfriend, so to speak.  That was my whole recollection of the day. 
 
TS:  Do you remember how your folks reacted? 
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WG:  I remember the one fellow that was with my folks and my dad came to the 
conclusion that somewhere, sometime, I would be in the service. 
 
TS:  So one of their first thoughts was how it would impact the family personally. 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  And you were an only child, is that right? 
 
WG:  That’s correct. 
 
TS:  Did that thought occur to you: that if this goes on I will be involved? 
 
WG:  I don’t think so at that particular time.  Probably as time went on and I got to 
be a senior in high school.  A lot of my friends had joined the Navy, or something like 
that.  I can remember sitting at the table with my dad and mother for supper and 
talking about these things.  And I said, “Well, maybe I should drop out of school and 
join the Navy or something.”  And my dad said, “No.  You finish your school first.”  So 
that ended that conversation. 
 
TS:  Was your dad a veteran himself? 
 
WG:  No, he was not a veteran.  In fact, my dad was a police officer in St. Paul. 
 
TS:  You mentioned high school a moment ago.  Do you remember the mood at your 
high school, keeping in step with the times, so to speak? 
 
WG:  I think they kept in step with the time pretty much.  (pauses three seconds) 
You’d see the different men and boys come back in their uniforms (***). 
 
TS:  Was it a positive thing?  Did your friends in school talk about wanting to go and 
join up? 
 
WG:  Yes.  To my knowledge, I didn’t know anybody who went to Canada or 
anything like that.  There could’ve been, but it was such an ordeal that everybody 
wanted to do their part. 
 
TS:  Well, you did, after high school, join the military, right? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  You graduated in June of ’43 and it was just a couple months later that you did 
go and enlist? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
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TS:  Were you already eighteen, or did you need your folks’ signature? 
 
WG:  I think I had to have my dad’s signature because I was only seventeen.  Then 
the next day I turned eighteen. 
 
TS:  Was he okay with signing the papers for you once you finished high school? 
 
WG:  Well, yes.  You graduated in June, so I wasn’t pushing my dad or anything like 
that.  When it got close to “what are you going to do in the service,” I felt I would 
prefer the Army to the Navy.  I didn’t want to go to the Marine Corps—I just felt 
more comfortable with the Army. 
 
TS:  That’s an interesting point you make—I’ve talked to a number of Navy veterans 
who’ve said they would have nothing to do with the Army.  What is it that caused 
you to look at the Navy and say, “No, thanks”? 
 
WG:  My philosophy was, if you’re going into the Navy, you’re out in the middle of 
the ocean, and you’re on a ship, and the enemy is on a ship.  And they come along 
and they fire one shot at you, which is on the bow, and the next shot is on the stern.  
And you know where the third shot is going to be.  At least in the Army, yes, you still 
have artillery and bombing and everything like that.  But they gave you a shovel, and 
you could dig like crazy and get down as far in the earth as you possibly could get. 
 
TS:  You can’t dig down in the water, can you? 
 
WG:  (both laugh) No. 
 
TS:  Did it ever occur to you to wait to be drafted and not volunteer? 
 
WG:  No, I think my dad was (pauses three seconds)—he said, “No, you’re going to 
have to be drafted anyway.  Why don’t you go and enlist, and then you can pick what 
part of the Army that you’re going to be in.”  It really didn’t make any difference in 
the Army where you went.  I went into infantry Basic Training—and then you could 
transfer out of there if you wanted.  All of a sudden we were in Camp Blanding 
[Florida] for maybe two months or something like that, and then they indicated that 
they wouldn’t let you transfer out.  It took me a long time to really figure out why 
they would do anything like that—they wouldn’t let you put in for the Air Force or 
anything: they were getting ready for D-Day [Allied invasion of France, June 1944], 
and they needed all the men that they could possibly get. 
 
TS:  For combat infantry? 
 
WG:  For combat infantry.  Also, I had been assigned to the Fourth Division.  But the 
Fourth Division was up in Scotland training; they were practicing for D-Day.  Two of 
the German U-boats got in and they sunk, I don’t know how many, ships and men in 
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the Fourth Division that were in that area.  So I think that probably had something to 
do with why they assigned me to the Fourth Division. 
 
TS:  Was that decision about being assigned to the Fourth Division made at Camp 
Blanding? 
 
WG:  No, that was made once you got overseas to England.  I went to two 
replacement depots, and it was out of one of those that I was assigned to the Fourth 
Division.  That was about the latter part of May ’44, I think it was. 
 
TS:  Let me ask you about Camp Blanding for a moment.  That was awful far from St. 
Paul, Minnesota, down in Florida.  What part of Florida was Camp Blanding in? 
 
WG:  It was in the northern part of Florida, maybe twenty-some miles to 
Jacksonville. 
 
TS:  Was that a new part of the country for you? 
 
WG:  Yes, I had never been to Florida. 
 
TS:  Can you describe the impact that being in Florida had on you? 
 
WG:  Well, it was a lot different.  It got to be Christmastime, January, and February, 
and the weather was not like it is up here.  Although, in Florida, to this day, if it gets 
cold, you don’t have enough clothes.  It’s unbelievable the effect of the winds there.  
The heat there, though, it just goes up through your bones. 
 
TS:  Like the damp cold? 
 
WG:  The damp cold, yes.  But that’s about all I can remember thinking about. 
 
TS:  Any recollections of the food down there? 
 
WG:  The food—I thought it was all right.  I don’t remember anybody complaining 
too much about it.  You did—it’s amazing with soldiers—you did have manners that 
you had to adhere to.  You passed this, and if you had the last piece of bread on the 
plate, well then you got up and replenished it, like that. 
 
TS:  Did you ever have the opportunity to have a pass and go into town in the 
evening? 
 
WG:  Probably, it was maybe one or two that you went.  I forget, though, what we all 
did. 
 
TS:  Do you have a memory or story about Basic Training that you can recall? 
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WG:  We never had any racist type trouble in camp.  I remember we were running 
the obstacle course one time, and we had fixed bayonets.  And we had to come over 
the top of the obstacle and go down onto the cargo deck.  This one fellow that I’m 
going to tell you about, he wasn’t with me at all, but he came down and he held his 
rifle up this way, so when he hit the ground on the other side, stabbed himself in the 
buttocks with the bayonet.  So they had to haul him off to the hospital (laughs). 
 
TS:  How was he holding the rifle that he put it in his own buttocks? 
 
WG:  I don’t know how he did it.  Now, I don’t know if it stayed in there, or if he went 
down and he jumped some way, but… 
 
TS:  I don’t think I want that guy next to me if things get serious and he’s stabbing 
himself. 
 
WG:  No (laughs). 
 
TS:  One thing I will do is keep our discussion of details that are in your 
autobiography [self-published recollection, entitled Frogtown Fighter] somewhat 
brief, and I’ll ask you more about your feelings and opinions.  Already in Basic 
Training, was there a perception in your mind of who the enemy was? 
 
WG:  (pauses five seconds) Well, we knew that we were going to Germany, because 
we were in Florida.  The ones that were drafted out of Fort Snelling who went to the 
West Coast, they went to California for training.  But… (pauses ten seconds) we didn’t 
know so much what they were like.  We were going to fight Germany.  Just as much 
as you received from the trainers down there who trained you, that was about the 
only thing that we knew.  You weren’t mad at anybody, like you would strike out or 
something.  I guess that’s about all. 
 
TS:  On the same line, did you find yourself thinking that you were going do to a job, 
kind of an impersonal enemy?  Or did you find yourself thinking more about, “I’m 
going to kill Germans, or fight Germans?” 
 
WG:  I thought we were going to fight Germans.  You know, at that time you really 
had no idea what Army life was going to be.  You pictured trenches, you pictured if 
you’re running across the fields and your buddy falls down or something like that, 
you’re going to help him out.  Well, that’s completely different from what they 
taught you.  And we put it into practice over in France: we were on one side of a 
bridge that was maybe sixty yards or something, and they said, “Okay now: the 
Germans have got the bridge zeroed in.  When we say go, you go!  And whoever falls, 
he falls.  And that’s it—do not stop for anything.”  So this is what it actually was.  But 
when you’re in Basic Training there’s really nothing that… 
 
TS:  So that’s not the lesson that you got, or what was being talked about? 
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WG:  No. 
 
TS:  Do you think it was conscious, that they avoided those uncomfortable 
situations, like leaving somebody behind, or worrying about whether you’re going to 
make it? 
 
WG:  We didn’t get anything like that in Basic Training.  You got some training when 
you got to your replacement depot.  But even then I think that—it was in the 
barracks when we discussed different things.  We’d say, “Now, if your buddy is shot, 
then naturally you’re going to—you mean, you’re going to let him lay there?”  Well, 
of course you’re not.  You’re going to pick him up and do all kinds of stuff.  But then 
when you got overseas and in reality, they’re going to tell you the same things, only 
it means if you’re running you keep on running, you don’t stop for anybody until you 
get to the end of the bridge, or something like that. 
 
TS:  Sure.  Did guys talk a lot in the barracks about stuff? 
 
WG:  Well, we talked about what we’re going to be doing after we get out of training.  
It really didn’t seem that bad, what they made you do.  They taught you a lot of 
things, saying, “This is what you will do.”  That meant that there was no, “Excuse me, 
what did you mean, sir?”  No—this is what you did. 
 
TS:  To make certain responses or actions automatic in certain situations? 
 
WG:  Yes, they tried to do that.  They had one route that you ran, and you would start 
off here and then all of a sudden they had a rubber cutout, or cardboard cutout of a 
German soldier, and it flashes right in front of you: what do you do?  I can remember 
I never thought of what they were going to do.  So you’d run from here to half a 
block to three blocks away, and suddenly that thing goes out in front of you: what 
are you going to do?  You’re so startled, that, I don’t know, should I hit him with this, 
or do that or whatever?  Finally they said, well, just go ahead and go—so it didn’t 
mean that if you missed that you would be sent home or something like that. 
 
TS:  In Basic Training, at Camp Blanding, or even at Fort Meade or Camp Shanks, in 
your mind did you begin to worry about what was going to happen, or was the 
notion of fear part of what you thought about? 
 
WG:  I guess I can’t really say that fear was there, because the training was such that 
they taught you all kinds of different things that you were supposed to be doing in 
infantry.  You had a picture of—in my mind I can remember—probably going over 
the top, like you saw in movies.  You’d have no idea what you’re going to expect, 
because there’s nothing there to gauge it, nothing like “that’s happened before so 
you can do it again.” 
 
TS:  In other words, it’s tough to be afraid of something before you actually 
experience it? 
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WG:  I guess that would be a fair assumption.  You know, when we got to Camp 
Shanks, all of a sudden they take you out on a night exercise, which consisted of 
standing in a (pauses three seconds) trench, and the dumb thing had water in it also.  
Then what you were supposed to do was take you rifle and get up on the level 
surface and they’ve supposedly got machine guns firing over your head.  Then you 
would walk like this to get to the other side of whatever the target is that you were 
after.  Now that’s probably, I would think that’s probably the main thing that we 
would talk about.  “Okay, sometime we’re going to have trench war: what are we 
really looking at with trench war?” 
 
TS:  Did you think on the whole that the Army was preparing you well for going 
overseas? 
 
WG:  Well, I have mixed thoughts on that.  There were divisions that were already 
called up, and they had a couple years training and everything like that.  So all of a 
sudden I’m coming along, and from April until I got wounded—what is it, three or 
four months?  So I don’t know. 
 
TS:  When you look back on it now, do you think you were as prepared as you could 
have been? 
 
WG:  When you say “prepared as you could have been,” do you mean with more 
training? 
 
TS:  Well, or maybe a different kind of training, be it physical or mental? 
 
WG:  Well, they gave you the physical training.  You did calisthenics, and we were 
infantry, so you marched, and they tried to enlighten you in terms of what types of 
equipment Germany had.  So, I guess that’s about as detailed as I could get. 
 
TS:  Do you remember the ship that took you from Camp Shanks to England?  Do you 
remember that voyage across the Atlantic? 
 
WG:  Yes.  We got a liberty ship, the Santa Barbara, and we were in a tremendously 
big convoy.  I guess it was fourteen days, I believe it was, I have it written down [in 
my recollections] that it took to get to England. 
 
TS:  Was it a pleasant crossing, or were you one of those who got seasick? 
 
WG:  No, I didn’t get seasick.  The only time over there that I fainted was, they were 
going to give you a shot, and they took you down into the hold, where there was no 
air.  And you were just walking by and just, boom, there you go, and he sticks you 
with that, and takes it out.  I must have gone, “whoooo” and fainted (laughs).  But 
outside of that, the crossing, if I remember correctly, was fairly decent.  We didn’t 
have any high waves or anything like that. 
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TS:  Were other guys seasick? 
 
WG:  Yes, there were some that were seasick.  I remember that we were down in the 
hold, and it was five or six bunks high.  I’d feel that I was very fortunate that I was on 
the bottom bunk, and that there was nobody that threw up on me! 
 
TS:  (both laughing) So it was the luck of the draw with the guys on the bunk above, 
right?  Other guys weren’t so lucky, I take it? 
 
WG:  Oh, yes. 
 
TS:  Let me shift gears here a little bit.  When you were at Camp Blanding, Fort 
Meade, Camp Shanks, the Army was still segregated when you joined in 1943.  There 
were no blacks in your units.  Did you come into contact with blacks in any capacity 
in the camps you were at in the States? 
 
WG:  I’m trying to think… (pauses five seconds) In Camp Shanks, they had a prison 
there, so you worked two on and two off.  I think there were a couple of blacks in the 
prison.  Now how long they were there I don’t know, how long they were going to be 
there, I don’t know. 
 
TS:  It was a military prison? 
 
WG:  It was a military prison.  Also, in the same one, I was supposed to watch a 
colored gentleman.  He must have been 6’3” or something like that.  I had a little 
baton like this (holds hands approximately eight inches apart) -- 
 
End of Side A.  Side B begins at counter 000. 
 
TS:  So you had this baton? 
 
WG:  That was my only defense, because I was in the same room as him.  But what 
he was in there for, I don’t know.  Fortunately, he didn’t talk to me and I didn’t talk 
to him.  I stayed by the door.  So those were the only two times that we were in 
touch with any of the colored people. 
 
TS:  How about on board the Santa Barbara going over to Europe?  Were there 
blacks on board that ship as Navy personnel? 
 
WG:  There could have been, but I never saw any. 
 
TS:  Okay.  Well, how about women in uniform?  By this time we had women in 
uniform doing a number of different tasks.  Did you come into contact with any of 
them? 
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WG:  The only women that I came into contact with were the nurses in the hospital 
over in France.  Army nurses. 
 
TS:  Did you get a good impression of those Army nurses? 
 
WG:  They were very good.  They were really nice.  In fact, when I was wounded, and 
I came back through the different stages, and I got to the big tent they had.  This 
little nurse, she took my shoes off, and laid them on my stomach, and she got me all 
the way up this way to take my clothes off.  She picked me up just like this and 
carried me over and put my on the cot.  I thought… 
 
TS:  She picked you up?  What, you must have weighed 150 or 160? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  Wow. 
 
WG:  So, they really did treat you nice.  There was one—maybe you don’t want me to 
tell… (laughs) 
 
TS:  No, go ahead. 
 
WG:  When I was in the hospital, there was this nurse, she was from Texas.  She was 
tall, about 5’7”.  And she came in and changed my bandage.  You know, you have this 
bandage about this big.  So they’d get me up in the back here, and they’d get it all 
plastered down real nice, and then come around the front, and that’s where it stops.  
Now when she leaves, and I look down: the only way you’re going to get this tape off 
to change it is to go (makes ripping sound).  So I don’t know how long I spent, but I 
had a razor blade, and I would cut a little bit, then a little bit more.  Finally I got it so 
(laughs) I’m not going to holler, scream, you know. 
 
TS:  That’s a pretty good story.  Let me ask you this: of the people you met, either in 
the States or over in Europe, in France, can you talk about someone who made a 
positive impact on you?  Somebody you looked up to, or somebody you 
remembered? 
 
WG:  In Basic Training there was our noncom, he was a corporal.  I’m sorry, but I 
can’t remember his name.  He used to treat us pretty nice; he didn’t scream and 
holler at you, he’d explain what was going on.  Then when we got over to England, 
there he was.  We saw him again.  We corresponded for a while, but that just kind of 
dropped off.  I don’t know if he was killed, or maybe it was when I was wounded 
that I didn’t follow through on it. 
 
TS:  In France was there a person in your unit who made a positive impression on 
you? 
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WG:  Well, I think the sergeants were the ones that would have been to tell you what 
to do. 
 
TS:  Was there one who you recall as being particularly good, or a decent person? 
 
WG:  There were two of them, and I think they were decent.  One was the first 
sergeant, and one was a staff sergeant.  They (***).  In fact, the one was killed during 
one outing.  He acted like he knew what he was doing—both sergeants did. 
 
TS:  Did that help to reassure particularly newer soldiers who were just arrived, to 
see somebody who seemed to know what they were doing? 
 
WG:  Oh, yes.  I think so. 
 
TS:  Let’s move on, and talk about when you actually arrived on the continent.  It 
was in June 1944 that you arrived in France, June 8th, is that right? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  Do you remember actually landing in France?  Was it the morning or the 
afternoon? 
 
WG:  [The actual D-Day invasion was on 6 June 1944.]  It probably was late 
afternoon [when we landed], because the night before—well, to back up, we went to 
a marshalling area.  The British had daylight saving time at that time, double saving 
time.  So, eleven o’clock at night was still light.  So, at that time it was 11:30 or 
whatever it was, and the armada of gliders and C-47s [transport airplane] for the 
paratroopers, they passed over us onto the mainland. 
So when we saw that the invasion was on, then they took us and we marched 
over to our ship that was going to take us over.  They took us, we landed, must be in 
the late afternoon [of 8 June 1944].  The one thing that really was amazing: the fire 
that we expected when we first got there never came.  We never saw a German, and 
they didn’t fire or anything like that. 
 
TS:  Which beach did you land at? 
 
WG:  Utah Beach. 
 
TS:  So just two days later, on June 8th, the situation was quite different from June 
6th. 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  But when you got on the ship in England to go across, you didn’t know that the 
Germans, that there would be no… 
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WG:  No fire?  No. 
 
TS:  Do you remember what feelings you had at that point, facing the fact that you 
were actually going across? 
 
WG:  Well, you’re very concerned, and you’re very…  (pauses three seconds) You 
want to talk to somebody, and maybe they’ll say to you, “By the time you get across 
the Channel, it will be over.”  Something like that.  But…  The sand was nice, and you 
didn’t have anybody shooting at you yet or something like that. 
 
TS:  On the ship on the way over from England, were guys around you talking more 
than usual or less than usual? 
 
WG:  It’s quite a hard thing to describe because we were in…  (pauses ten seconds) 
Let’s come back to this. 
 
TS:  Okay.  So you landed at Utah Beach, and… let’s pause for a minute. 
 
(interview paused briefly) 
 
TS:  On again.  Warren, you joined your unit, and on the 8th of June you did land on 
Utah Beach.  Did you move off the beach fairly quickly? 
 
WG:  Yes.  Being that we were replacements, we still had duffel bags and everything, 
so we would haul all that on down there.  Then they said, “Well, all you have to do is 
put your stuff over there—it’ll catch up with you.”  So you had to travel light, with 
just eighty rounds of ammunition, your raincoat, and that was it. 
 
(telephone ringing in background) 
 
TS:  Did your stuff actually catch up with you later? 
 
WG:  Every day I’d wait for the mail to come in and see if it’s there. 
 
TS:  The duffel bag never came? 
 
WG:  No. 
 
TS:  Okay.  Did other guys get their duffel bags? 
 
WG:  No. 
 
TS:  They just told you it would catch up to you? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
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TS:  Warren, how soon was it that you actually came under fire, or fired for the first 
time? 
 
WG:  That was the next morning.  They came around and said, “You’re moving up.”  
It’s dark, I have no idea what time it is, I have no idea which direction I’m going in, 
and I don’t know how far it is that I’m supposed to be going.  So we marched down 
the road, and we crossed the road along a hedgerow.  The hedgerows were very 
hard on the soldier because the Germans had them all zeroed in.  Anyway, as we’re 
marching along, we see this soldier standing by the hedgerows.  As you get closer we 
can tell by his helmet that he’s an American soldier.  Then you come a little closer 
and you realize he’s dead.  Nobody had picked him up yet.  Standing up there right 
alongside of the hedgerow, just like he was waiting, looking out at something, or 
looking for something. 
As we turned in for the night, it was at a crossroads—with the way the Army 
selects what their going to have you do, they tell you, “You will do this.”  That was 
the first time that I was on what they call listening post.  They put you out maybe 
one hundred feet, not more than that, and you stay there, and you don’t make any 
noise.  But if you make any noise, our troops, they have a machine gun down on the 
crossroads firing up the road that we’re looking at.  So we could have been shot by 
our own men, because they wouldn’t have hesitated.  So it was quite an eventful 
evening. 
 
TS:  Did you know what you were listening for? 
 
WG:  Any kind of movement—maybe a tank that would have moved at night, maybe 
a group of German soldiers or whatever. 
 
TS:  Let me back up just a second—you mentioned seeing this dead American 
soldier.  Was that the first time you saw a dead soldier? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  You seem to have a pretty firm memory of that, even after all these years.  Did 
that change anything for you, make the situation more real, or more dangerous? 
 
WG:  I guess I don’t think so.  I’m not trying to say I wasn’t afraid or anything like 
that, but you just had to pay attention to where the fellow in front of you was going, 
and he had to figure out where the guy in front of him was going.  You knew he was 
dead, and he was the first one that I saw.  There were other ones that were the same 
way. 
 
TS:  Let me change tack here a little bit and ask you: You’d been in the Army almost a 
year by June ’44, so you’ve gotten to know Army food pretty well.  How would you 
rate the food you had while you were in France? 
 
(1, B, 223) 
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WG:  Well, we had C-rations that amounted to six little cans like this.  (holds fingers 
approximately three inches apart) You put three under this arm and three and under 
this arm, so that way you could have a hot meal.  One of them gave you hash, and 
pork and beans, and vegetable stew.  And the two pork and beans were fine, and we 
always were afraid that the hash would spoil after they put it in the can. 
 
TS:  So that was not your favorite? 
 
WG:  Not my favorite.  Every once in a while they would come with what they called 
a ten-in-one, which would give ten men the chance to have a better meal. 
 
TS:  Was it any better? 
 
WG:  Yes, but I don’t remember exactly what was in it. 
 
TS:  How about mail, or correspondence?  How did you stay in touch with family and 
loved ones back at home? 
 
WG:  Well, we could write.  We couldn’t tell anybody where you were.  You couldn’t 
tell them what division you were in; you couldn’t tell them probably what the 
weather was like outside.  So, you didn’t really have much to write home with.  
You’d get the letters coming back fairly decent.  But they seemed to watch that very 
closely. 
 
TS:  The censors? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  Were you a good letter writer?  Did you write often? 
 
WG:  I guess as far as I was concerned I was a good letter writer.  But my [future] 
wife was better, and my folks were, and different people that I knew from the 
church, where I worked and stuff like that. 
 
TS:  So you got a fairly regular amount of mail? 
 
WG:  I don’t remember it being mail delivery every day.  It isn’t like you wake up, 
and brush your teeth, and do all this stuff and then you get the mail call.  They don’t 
do that. 
 
TS:  So mail came irregularly? 
 
WG:  Irregularly.  In fact I was in the hospital, and they had one hundred letters. 
 
TS:  One hundred letters? 
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WG:  One hundred letters they put on my bunk. 
 
TS:  So it had been a while since you’d received anything?  Had you received 
anything since you landed in France? 
 
WG:  Yes.  Yes, I think so, but it must have been very little. 
 
TS:  It backed up apparently, and then you would get a whole lot of it.  Would you try 
to read them in order? 
 
WG:  Yes.  Yes, and I would try to group them, who with whom, and so on and so 
forth.  In fact, this was given to me when I was getting ready to go back into the 
fighting.  But I was still draining from that wound in my back.  Eventually they 
decided that they’d better send me back again and have me stitched up.  But that’s 
where I got those letters. 
 
TS:  Well, you mentioned the fact that you were wounded.  I wonder if you can talk 
about the events that led up to that, and then actually what happened to you. 
 
WG:  Well, we were told, G-2 Army Intelligence told us, that an element of the 
German Sixth Parachute Division was in the area.  Our job was to engage, whatever 
you want to call it, and take no prisoners. 
 
TS:  So you were told to take no prisoners? 
 
WG:  Told to take no prisoners.  There were six men, including myself, from my 
squad that were there.  How many others there were, I don’t know.  (pauses five 
seconds) After they told us that the German Sixth Parachute Division was there, and 
they were going to attack in the morning.  Again, it’s dark, and you have no idea 
where you are or anything like that.  We got up to a hedgerow, and as you looked 
out over the hedgerow it was a big area that was fairly flat.  It was a swampy area 
there, too.  So then it must have been about six o’clock or just before it was light, and 
they said we’re going to move out.  We said okay, so we moved out.  All of a sudden, 
they got artillery homing on you.  They waited until actually you were in the middle 
of that field before they put you under artillery fire. 
 
TS:  This is German artillery fire? 
 
WG:  German artillery fire.  They were also shooting white phosphorous. 
 
TS:  What did white phosphorous do? 
 
WG:  White phosphorous—you know, phosphorous burns, so if you don’t get it out, 
it’s going to go through your clothing, it would go into your bone.  They taught us in 
Basic Training that the only thing you could do was to hurry up and get it out: either 
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take your knife and pick it out, or stick it in water.  Fortunately, I prayed a lot, and 
the good Lord protected me from the phosphorous and everything like that. 
Then we got over moving against—there must have been eight or nine of us 
that were in a little ditch that ran up there.  Pretty soon they said we were going to 
pull back.  So everybody started to move back.  The area of the hedgerow was about 
thirty yards away, so I waited for what I thought was my best chance.  It was so 
quiet, that I wondered, “Are they waiting for me to make a move or what?”  Anyway, 
we took our chances, and I ran as fast as I could and I got into the next hedgerow 
without any problem.  I was just crouched down, talking to four or five of the 
soldiers that were there, none of whom were from my area.  All of a sudden, it was 
like somebody would take a baseball bat, and swing as hard as they could, across 
your back.  I can remember it: if I would have had tights on or something—you kind 
of float off across, like this, and lay down. 
 
TS:  So you were lifted off the ground? 
 
WG:  You didn’t have to fly up, but you just kind of go up, and then down.  And the 
medic came over, and I said, “How is it?”  And he said, “You’ll be okay.  We’ll fix you 
up.”  So they gave me a shot of morphine, and they moved me along a ditch, and they 
said the stretcher-bearers would be back—“You’ll be all right.”  Somewhere in the 
vicinity of where I was laying there was another soldier, and he was wounded.  You 
could tell he was gurgling in his chest, so he must have been shot in his chest.  He 
called—he was crying—he called for his mother.  How old he was I have no idea, I 
couldn’t see him, but you could hear him.  You’ve got all these hedgerows that you’d 
get up against them and stay there.  Eventually, he didn’t do that anymore, so he 
died there. 
Pretty soon the stretcher-bearers came, and got me on the stretcher, put me 
on the jeep and took me to the nurse station.  There they told me what happened.  
An officer, he was a doctor, he looked at me and said, “What the hell are you doing 
here?”  Meaning, if you heard how he said it, you understood what he meant by it.  
Because I got a bullet from a sniper that went through the right side of my back, 
underneath the spine, and out the other side. 
 
TS:  That’s what hit you, a sniper bullet? 
 
WG:  A sniper bullet.  Then we went back to the various stages of the hospitals, and 
that’s where that nurse came in [that I mentioned earlier]. 
 
TS:  Was the doctor saying that he was surprised that you weren’t hurt worse, or 
dead? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  At that point, did they remove the bullet, or had it come out the other side? 
 
WG:  It had come out the other side. 
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TS:  So there was just the entry wound and the exit wound? 
 
WG: Let me show you. 
 
(interview paused as Mr. Gerber shows the entry and exit wounds on his back) 
 
TS:  Did you hear anything? 
 
WG:  No.  No. 
 
TS:  So there was no sound, just that feeling you described of being hit very hard in 
the back. 
 
WG:  Right. 
 
TS:  You stayed conscious the whole time, is that right? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  Was there a point, Warren, that you began to get scared, once you had been hit? 
 
WG:  (pauses five seconds) No, not in the way you get scared.  I guess you really don’t 
have time… 
 
TS:  Not really? 
 
WG:  No. 
 
TS:  You mentioned a few moments ago that you prayed in a certain situation.  Did 
you find yourself praying at this time that you’d be okay? 
 
WG:  Oh, yes.  We talked to the Lord all the way. 
 
TS:  Did you come into contact with a chaplain, either then or in the hospital? 
 
WG:  Way down the line there was a chaplain that came; I was in the hospital then.  
If you wanted to, you could talk to a chaplain then.  When we were in the field, 
before I was even wounded, there was a chaplain that came out in the field.  I think 
he was Catholic.  We didn’t go through any rituals; he didn’t do anything like pray 
for us.  What he was there for, and what we felt, was that he gave you a chance to 
talk to him, and, you know, “What do you think?”  It was kind of restful, you might 
say. 
 
TS:  Just to be able to talk? 
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WG:  Just to talk, yes.  There were probably about four or five of us that sat with him. 
 
TS:  Were you raised Catholic? 
 
WG:  No. 
 
TS:  And the denomination didn’t matter at that point? 
 
WG:  No.  He didn’t talk like he was [a Catholic priest]—he didn’t put on any of the 
vestments or anything like that.  He just came in and said, “Hello, I’m Father so-and-
so,” and, “How are you fellows feeling,” and stuff like that. 
 
TS:  So it did help to soothe nerves? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  Let me ask you a more personal question: you mentioned getting shot, yourself.  
On the other side of that coin, did you have a situation where you were required to 
shoot at other people? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  Can you talk about that a bit? 
 
WG:  Yes.  We were—they said we were going to— 
 
End of Tape 1.  Tape 2, Side A begins at counter 000. 
 
TS:  This is tape 2, side A of the interview with Warren Gerber.  It’s the 17th of 
October, 2001. 
 
WG:  We were told that there was a pocket of Germans, and we were to get them out.  
So what happened was, we were all lined up against the hedgerow, and I think it was 
about 150 yards down to another road, we were near the crossroads there.  Where I 
was standing, kneeling against a105mm howitzer.  This German came running out 
and running down the ditch, and I shot, and I hit him, and I killed him.  And he went 
down.  The next day when we were in this operation, where we were going to go 
and fire on this pocket of Germans, after that was over, we were allowed to go down 
on the road, and there he was in the ditch.  And, so that’s… 
 
TS:  You knew it was the same person. 
 
WG:  Yes, because I could see that he had a leather jacket on, kind of a brown leather 
jacket, it didn’t have any sleeves. 
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TS:  What kind of emotion did that cause in you?  That was the first time you had 
been required to shoot someone, right? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  Was it an automatic response to see him and to shoot, as opposed to thinking 
about it? 
 
WG:  I guess I really didn’t think about it.  He was going that way, and I shot him. 
 
TS:  How about the next day, when you saw him and realized that you’d killed him—
was that difficult for you? 
 
WG:  (pauses five seconds) I don’t think it was, no, I don’t think so.  (pauses five 
seconds) They told us that three hundred Germans had surrendered to us that 
second day… 
 
TS:  For many other details, I’ll refer to your story already published.  Let me jump 
back to the hospital—you were carried by stretcher-bearers to an aid station, I 
guess we’d call it, to be checked by a doctor first? 
 
WG:  Well, the first doctor we met, he was alone, just standing by a little house or 
something; then they took me back, and I got on an ambulance.  Then they took me 
to an aid station where they actually cleaned up the wound.  Then they sent me to 
England. 
 
TS:  So were you pretty quickly moved to England? 
 
WG:  Yes.  Again, though, I have no recollection of the time. 
 
TS:  It wasn’t weeks that had gone by, though, was it? 
 
WG:  Oh, no, no. 
 
TS:  Was there much discomfort or pain with this back wound, or were you drugged 
up? 
 
WG:  Well, at the start I was pretty well drugged up.  But after I got further down the 
line, there wasn’t a lot of drugs they gave me.  But I don’t know, from what I could 
see, there were hardly any drugs. 
 
(2, A, 87) 
 
TS:  The recovery period: you were in the hospital for a while in England, I take it? 
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WG:  Yes.  Four months or something like that. 
 
TS:  Really?  That long, huh?  Different hospitals, or the same one? 
 
WG:  No, different hospitals.  From France, we came on a hospital ship, and they put 
us in a regular hospital in England.  I can remember, that was the first time I really 
saw what my wound was like.  I asked if they had a mirror, and they showed me. 
 
TS:  You hadn’t seen the wound before? 
 
WG:  No.  So there in England I was able to hold up a mirror and look at my back, and 
see the hole made by the bullet, and where it came out, it was just like you take a 
steak, a piece of meat, and tenderize it.  It looked like that, when you lay open a piece 
of fresh meat, before you cook it. 
 
TS:  Was it a large hole, or a small one? 
 
WG:  Smaller hole going in, and a larger hole going out.  (pauses five seconds) There 
was just one hole going in, and they just tore along, so there’s a scar on the side.  
They needed a surgical probe to see it. 
 
TS:  To see the extent of the wound? 
 
WG:  To see the extent of the wound, where they actually operated. 
 
TS:  While you were laying there in one of these hospitals, did you find yourself 
hoping you’d be able to go back to your unit, or to go home? 
 
WG:  Go home. 
 
TS:  It was pretty clear for you? 
 
WG:  Oh, I had no doubts in my mind that’s what I wanted.  In fact, this Joe Samuels, 
[who wrote a story about me some years ago,] he says that I was so anxious to get 
back to my buddies.  I told Joe to take that out.  There wasn’t anything about being 
gung ho here. 
 
TS:  So you were hoping this would be the trip back to the States for you? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  Was it that, or were you assigned to go back to your unit? 
 
WG:  No, we went up to Birmingham [England], and then we took a train to some 
replacement depot.  And because a guy had to come in and change my bandage 
every day, they decided to send me back to the hospital.  So that’s what I did.  We 
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came back to the hospital, and then I had—I don’t know what you call them, fissures 
or something?—so they took care of that.  That must have been maybe another 
month, because it was January [1945] that we were told we were going home.  We 
took the train up to Glasgow, Scotland, and we got on the Ile de France, and we took 
that ship home. 
 
TS:  So you landed back in the States in January or February of 1945? 
 
WG:  January 1945. 
 
TS:  And you knew at that point that you wouldn’t be going back to Europe? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  You weren’t discharged right away, though, were you? 
 
WG:  No.  But we landed in the United States, and we went to Halloran General 
Hospital, on Staten Island, and I don’t remember how long we were there.  Then, we 
said we wanted to go as close to home as we could.  So we went down to Clinton, 
Iowa.  There were troop exercises there; and from there we went up to Percy Jones 
Hospital in Michigan. 
 
TS:  They moved you around a lot, to a number of different places, didn’t they? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  You were finally discharged in June, is that right? 
 
WG:  That’s right, in June ’45. 
 
TS:  Let’s go back for a moment to before you were wounded.  You mentioned that 
one experience of shooting the one German soldier.  Was that the only time you 
were faced with that situation as a soldier? 
 
WG:  Yes.  The hedgerow that we were lined up against was, oh, maybe seventy-five 
yards away, and the Germans were on the other side.  They said that we were going 
to make an attack.  So they checked us at the hedgerow, and they brought in two .50 
caliber machine guns, and two .30 caliber machine guns, and they brought extra 
ammunition and everything.  Then we had Cannon Company and 81mm mortars.  So 
this is just a big deal.  So whoever was in charge said, “I’ll tell you to fire and don’t 
stop firing until I tell you to stop.”  So this is what we did.  And I don’t remember 
how long it was before we stopped.  I remember you just pulled the trigger and the 
thing goes BING!  And then you slap in another one.  And the finish on the fore part 
of the stock on my rifle bubbled up; that’s how hot the barrel got.  So then they said, 
“Cease fire!”  It was a building the Germans had.  We could hear the Germans crying 
and that, because of the wounds.  Whatever they were, everything hit them at once. 
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TS:  Did your unit then advance toward the Germans? 
 
WG:  No, we didn’t actually move over there.  They came down the road, and they 
had a pole or something with a great big white sheet on it.  They told us that about, I 
think it was, three hundred men surrendered. 
 
(2, A, 196) 
 
TS:  And so they surrendered? 
 
WG:  They surrendered. 
 
TS:  Did you come into contact with any of the POWs then? 
 
WG:  No—the Germans?  No. 
 
TS:  Any other time you came into contact with German POWs? 
 
WG:  No.  In fact, that was the last time we actually saw Germans.  Because then we 
were…  [The French Atlantic port city of] Cherbourg had already been taken, so we 
were up around the bottom of Cherbourg around… May?  No, that was the last part 
June, ’44. 
 
TS:  If we skip forward a little bit here—I know that in April of 1945, you were 
already back in the States, still in the hospital? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  Wow—you were in the hospital a long time. 
 
WG:  Eleven months. 
 
TS:  Until you were discharged? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  Do you remember how you reacted to the death of President Roosevelt in April? 
 
WG:  Yes.  I guess everybody felt bad.  I was in the hospital.  In fact, I think I was in 
Percy Jones [Hospital, in Michigan].  It was kind of a sad day. 
 
TS:  Do you remember those around you reacting in pretty much the same way? 
 
WG:  I think so.  I don’t remember holding a big discussion about it, though. 
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TS:  It was only a couple of weeks later that the Germans actually surrendered, V-E 
Day.  What do you remember about that? 
 
WG:  Oh, boy.  (pauses five seconds) I guess we were just glad that the Germans had 
surrendered. 
 
TS:  You were still in the hospital then as well? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  By the time the Japanese surrendered in August 1945, you had been discharged. 
 
WG:  That’s right. 
 
TS:  And you were back in St. Paul? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  What do you remember about V-J Day, the 15th of August? 
 
WG:  That’s right, yes.  I remember people (pauses five seconds) celebrating in the 
streets of St. Paul.  I didn’t participate or join them, but (pauses five seconds)—I 
didn’t need the celebration. 
 
TS:  Why not? 
 
WG:  Well, what should I say?  I just felt that the war was over.  I think when they 
announced it, I was home since April, so… 
 
TS:  Were you living with your folks at this time, in August? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  So you decided that even though there were celebrations in downtown St. 
Paul—and you were living on University Avenue—you preferred to stay home? 
 
WG:  Yes, because—well, one of the reasons was, you didn’t have any buddies, so to 
speak, from the service, that I knew in St. Paul.  I suppose if I wanted to—at that 
time I could get back to my buddies, we could have had a real wild time.  I guess, but 
if we were going to have a wild time, [you] really should have your fiancé along with 
you.  So we just didn’t.  We were happy that everything went okay.  If you read the 
different articles, there were elements of the Fourth Division that were going over to 
Japan, so… 
 
TS:  So your old unit, they were going to be spared the invasion of Japan? 
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WG:  Right. 
 
TS:  So that was a personal link for you? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  How about your folks?  Were they still alive at that time? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  How did they react to the war being over? 
 
WG:  I think they were happy that their son came through it with what he did.  I 
think they were overjoyed that the war wasn’t going on anymore.  Even though you 
have your aches and pain today, that’s alright. 
 
TS:  It puts things in perspective, in a sense? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
 
TS:  After your military experience, would you say that you were a more religious 
person than you were before? 
 
WG:  I guess I really don’t think so.  As far as we could think back, I remember, we 
went to Sunday school, and we went to church, and we were confirmed, and we 
stayed in the church.  My wife and I belonged to the same church. 
 
TS:  How about inside yourself—did you feel, having been through a couple of 
difficult experiences, in any way different about your faith, or the way you thought 
about God? 
 
WG:  Well, if you mean what I showed you, [the wound] in my back, and the fact that 
I went through that and came back—I guess I was just thankful.  I didn’t feel like 
(***), or say, “why did that happen to me?”  I was just thankful that I could get 
through that, and that I got healed all right. 
 
TS:  Let me ask you about St. Paul.  You left in late ’43, and got back in the middle of 
’45.  You were two years older and so was St. Paul.  In your impression, had St. Paul 
itself changed because of the war? 
 
WG:  (pauses five seconds) I guess I don’t remember that clearly. 
 
TS:  A different topic.  In August of 1945, the US Government decided to use atomic 
bombs to end the war against Japan.  At the time, in 1945, did you feel that the US 
Government was correct in using atomic weapons against the Japanese? 
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WG:  Yes, I think I did.  And I guess the more I’ve read since, I still think that it was 
the right thing to do. 
 
TS: That was the next question, whether you still felt that way today. 
 
WG:  Yes, because we had a World War II Roundtable [monthly history presentation 
series, at Ft. Snelling in Minneapolis], and we had a man from the Fourth Marine 
Division.  They were getting ready to land [at the planned invasion of Japan], and he 
said that they were figuring on about 1200 casualties an hour.  It would have been 
just like Germany—everyone who could pick up a stone or whatever, they would be 
on the beaches.  In Germany, they had kids that were thirteen, fourteen years old, 
and they had them defending the Fatherland.  So we were looking at the same thing 
with the Japanese. 
 
TS:  June of 1945, you were discharged.  What was you initial reaction to being out of 
the military? 
 
WG:  I was happy.  There was never any doubt in my mind that I was not going to re-
enlist.  I wasn’t going to join any National Guard, or anything. 
 
TS:  So you didn’t join the Reserves afterward? 
 
WG:  No.  I had a friend that was in the Navy.  He was telling me, “That’s what you 
should do.  In the Navy, you only go to one meeting a month.”  And then he told me 
that it was a month’s training, and that you got paid for it.  And then along comes 
Korea.  I saw him on the street one time as he says, “Ohhhh—they called me up!”  
“They did, huh?”  I said, “Okay—good luck and give them steel!” 
 
TS:  (laughs) You, the civilian, said that? 
 
WG:  Yep. 
 
TS:  You know, it’s curious: you mentioned that before you went in you were anxious 
to go, and at the end you were anxious to be out again.  That suggests that there was 
a transformation, really, in that time period, that you changed somehow.  Or did 
you? 
 
WG:  Well, while I was in the service, I always thought of back home.  I really missed 
a lot.  Even though I was only seventeen years old, I never had a chance to grow up, 
like the children of today, or the children of way back then.  I don’t know—if you 
asked me about the children of today, I don’t know how I would imagine it. 
 
TS:  So you feel you missed out on something, in a sense? 
 
WG:  Well, yes—I missed out on different things.  Eventually I missed my wife to be.  
You have to all be (***), and things like that, all mixed in there.  You couldn’t do what 
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you would have wanted to do in the Army.  Maybe I wouldn’t have gotten married so 
soon. 
 
TS:  So you feel that you were a changed person after the war? 
 
WG:  I think [I was a changed person after the war]. 
 
TS:  If you had to put your finger on it, how would you describe that change? 
 
WG:  You seem to act a little different.  There’s more growing up personally.  Against 
what you thought of things, maybe, before.  You can’t tell what, maybe it was going 
to be different. 
 
TS:  As far as readjusting to civilian life, Warren, what was the hardest thing for you? 
 
WG:  I don’t think I had any trouble being a civilian again.  I didn’t have any 
nightmares about anything.  (pauses five seconds) The good Lord willing, I didn’t 
have any major experiences other than what I’ve outlined here.  I mean, they didn’t 
dwell. 
 
TS:  I hear you saying that you feel rather fortunate, in a sense, to have come 
through your time on the military without serious after-effects? 
 
WG:  Well, I did.  In one hospital they had a psychiatrist, and he said, “Were you 
afraid?”  I was afraid—someone was shooting at you, of course you’re afraid. 
 
TS:  What do you think was the easiest thing for you being back in civilian life? 
 
WG:  I just came back, and felt that I would, would just go and have a decent time.  
You could wait, two or three months, before you had to go back to work.  I was glad 
to have that—where I could use that, so to speak.  It all worked out. 
 
TS:  Last question: What did the war mean for you personally when you were in the 
middle of it?  By this I mean: was it a crusade, was it just something you had to do, 
was it a personal thing?  How did you conceptualize this? 
 
WG:  I guess I thought that Hitler was the one we were really fighting against.  I was 
going to go and fight him.  The area that I was in, there wasn’t a lot of hand-to-hand 
combat, there wasn’t a lot of artillery, with the exception of what I explained to you 
there earlier. 
 
TS:  But you did find yourself thinking that you were doing this to get rid of Hitler, to 
get rid of the Nazis? 
 
WG:  Yes. 
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TS:  When you think back on it now, has anything changed in the way you think 
about what the war meant for you? 
 
WG:  No, I don’t think so.  The more I’m around and have the chance to listen to 
more of this World War II and read the books out there, I’ve read as many things as I 
can.  The more I think about it, the more realistic it sounds—that’s what I had to do: 
it was my duty to go.  I have to say, it was not in me to let this son of a bitch kill 
you—you’re to kill him.  So, I mean, that’s natural. 
 
TS:  But it’s putting it in black-and-white terms—it was at that level, at the very 
base. 
 
WG:  But you were always either looking for soldiers, or you were looking for mines.  
Because you’re always looking around and you’re always doing this or doing that, so 
how can you pay attention to other things, other matters. 
 
TS:  That was the last question I had.  I wanted to ask if there’s anything you wanted 
to add that I didn’t touch on. 
 
WG:  No, I think we probably did pretty well. 
 
TS:  Okay, at this point, let me thank you very much for the interview, and I’ll turn 
the recorder off. 
 
WG: You’re welcome. 
 
END OF INTERVIEW 
